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As the Agency shuts down, dismissed and disbanded Agents 
all around the world are trying to figure out what’s next. Left 
without a cause, they team up and turn against each other.

You must enlist and lead your own faction of highly skilled 
professionals into an uncertain territory of betrayal and 
deception. Show no mercy, reveal no secrets.



Player 1

Faction A

In this example of a two player 
game, Player 1 can play any of the 
two agent cards from their hand to 
either end of Faction A or Faction B.

The Goal

The Agents is a game of spies, secrets, subterfuge and sabotage. Your 
task is to use The Agents to further your ambitions, build Factions, 
complete Missions and ultimately, collect the most Intel Points.

Your goal is simple - to be the first player to reach 40 Intel Points (IPs).

Playing

The game is played by building Factions of Agents between you and the 
player to your left and right (or 2 shared Factions in a 2 player game). 
Factions are built by placing Agents next to each other.  Agents can only 
be added to a Faction at either of its ends, unless stated otherwise on the 
card. Additionally, you cannot add agents to a Faction shared by two 
other players, unless stated otherwise on a card.

Faction B

Player 2



Player 1

Player 4

Player 3

Player 2

Faction B

Faction A

Faction C
Faction D

This is how a 4 player game might look, with Player 1 
sharing Faction A with Player 2 and Faction B with Player 4.

A Faction cannot have more than 7 Agents in a 2 player game, 
or more than 5 agents in a 3-5 player game. This includes 
dead Agents, but not Safe-Houses



Agents

Each Agent card features a command giving the player a special ability. 
When placing an Agent onto a Faction, you choose whether to face the 
command towards yourself or towards another player. The person 
towards whom the command faces, MUST perform the command, unless 
it cannot be performed, in which case it isn’t.

The other end of the card features data-token halves (either black or 
white). When these halves are joined together, they award Intel Points to 
whomever their arrows are facing. Your decision when placing a card on 
a Faction, therefore, is in which direction to place the card - whether to 
keep the command for yourself, or try to give yourself Intel Points by 
completing data tokens. Remember, whichever you don’t choose goes to 
another player, so think carefully!

Data-token Halves

Command

Command

For completed data-tokens of matching color (black OR white) - 
a player is rewarded 2 Intel Points. For completed data-tokens 
with non-matching color (black AND white) - only 1 Intel Point.

2 points 2 points1 point



Free Agents

Free Agents are special Agents that are not played to Factions. When 
played, Free Agents are placed on the table between the player who 
placed the card and any other player. Once the action ends, the Free 
Agent is retired to a retirement pile (see setup).

As with Faction Agents, you decide in which direction to play the card. You 
can choose to play the card with the command facing you or with the 
number on the data token facing you. With Free Agents, Intel Points, as 
many as noted by the number, are awarded immediately to the player 
towards whom they face.

Unlike Faction Agents, Free Agents can only be played when it is possible 
for the command to be performed. 

Free Agents can be played with 
any player, not just players with 
whom you share a Faction.

Data-token with Intel Points value

Performing a command:

1. When playing a Faction Agent from your hand - the 
command MUST be performed if it CAN be performed.
2. When playing a Free Agent - a Free Agent can ONLY 
be played if the command CAN be performed.
3. A command can be reactivated as an action on your 
turn (see turn sequence).
4. A command is NOT performed when turning, 
swapping or reviving an Agent.



Missions

Mission cards can be assigned to your Factions. These cards feature 
special conditions that if fulfilled, award bonus Intel Points to the player 
who assigned them (unless stated otherwise on the card). Each player 
can assign up to 2 Mission cards to each of their Factions.

A Mission can only be assigned to a Faction that has at least one Agent 
card in it. If a Mission is assigned to a Faction from which all Agents are 
removed, that Mission goes back to its owner’s hand. Safe-Houses do not 
count as Agents!

In the example above, Player 1 has Mission 1 and Mission 2 assigned 
to Faction A (whereas Player 2 has Mission 5 assigned to the same 
Faction). Player 1 also has Mission 3 assigned to Faction B and 
Mission 4 in their hand, not assigned to any faction.

A player cannot assign two of the 
same Mission to the same Faction.

Mission 3

Mission 4

Mission 5

Player 1

Player 3

Player 2

Faction B

Faction A

Faction C

Mission 1

Mission 2



Assigning Missions

1. Players can assign Missions to their Factions at any point during their 
turn. This does not use up an action.

2. A Player can always remove their Missions from their Factions back to 
their hand, or swap them between Factions, without using up actions.

3. A Mission remains assigned to a Faction even after its condition has 
been fulfilled. Its owner continues to benefit from the bonus points every 
turn, as long as its condition is fulfilled or until the Mission is actively 
removed from the Faction.

Scoring Intel Points

Intel points are awarded:
1. to players who have completed arrows facing them in their Factions at 
the end of their turn,
2. when the condition of a Mission is fulfilled at the end of their turn, 
3. to players towards whom the points are directed when a Free Agent is 
played.

Intel point cards come in denominations of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20. Players 
collect these in accordance with the amount of Intel Points they score.

Intel points can be used to purchase additional cards (see section 3 in Turn Sequence).

Winning

Once a player has collected 40 or more Intel Points, that player finishes 
their turn. The turns round continues until it is the turn of the player who 
started the game, i.e. all players have equal number of turns. Once all 
players have had equal turns, the player with the most Intel Points is the 
winner.



Setup

Three decks are laid out. The Agent deck, the Mission deck and the Points 
deck. Each player receives 3 Agent cards and 1 Mission card into their 
hand. These cards are concealed from the other players.

During play, Agents may be retired to an Agents retirement pile (facing 
up) and Missions may be retired to a Missions retirement pile (facing up). 
Create these retirement piles as necessary. When the Agents deck or the 
Missions deck is depleted - the respective retirement pile is reshuffled 
into a new deck.

Before beginning, a Safe-House card is placed as the first card in each 
faction in the game. Each Safe-House has one side featuring white 
data-token halves and another side featuring black data-token halves. 
The Safe-House cards should be positioned so that each player has white 
token-halves and black token-halves facing them.

The player who seems the ‘most suspicious’ gets the first turn.
Turns continue clockwise.

Agents Deck Missions Deck Point Decks

Player 1

Player 3

Player 2

Faction A

Faction C

Faction B



Turn Sequence

On each player’s turn, they MUST to perform 2 actions. Players can select 
from any combination of the following (including performing the same 
action twice):

1. Playing an Agent
- Placing a Faction Agent on a Faction OR playing a Free Agent between 
you and another player. First the command is performed and then,  in the 
case of Free Agents, Intel Points are awarded.

2. Re-activating a Command
- Performing a command on a previously placed Faction Agent, as long as 
the command is facing you.

3. Buying an Agent or Mission:
- Agent from the top of the deck - 1 Intel Point
- Mission from the top of the deck - 3 Intel Points

4. Trade in a Mission
You can trade in a Mission from your hand or one assigned to any of your 
Factions with the top Mission from the deck. To do that you must retire 
your Mission to the Missions retirement pile, then draw the top Mission 
from the Missions deck to your hand. 

When a player’s turn begins, they perform the first of their actions. If an 
Agent card is played, the player towards whom the command is facing 
must immediately perform it. Then, if the card played is a Free Agent, the 
intel points are immediately awarded to the player towards whom the 
number in the data-token is facing.

The second action is then played, following the same priority order.

At the end of their turn, the player whose turn it is collects their Intel 
Points from their Factions and Missions. Players collect intel points from 
their Factions and Missions each turn as long as the data-tokens remain 
complete on their Factions and the conditions of the Missions remain 
fulfilled.



FAQ

- Commands:
1. Kill = flip another Agent card face down, in the same location.
2. Extract = pick up another Agent card from a faction into your hand. If 
a gap is formed in that Faction - the other Agents join together to fill in 
the gap.
3. Turn = rotate another Agent card 180 degrees, in the same location.
4. Swap = switch two Agent cards between each other’s locations.

- Dead Agents cannot be killed again or turned. However, they can be 
extracted or swapped.

- When swapping two Agents, their orientation must remain the same! I.e. 
players cannot turn Agents when swapping them. For example, if an 
Agent‘s command was facing you before the swap, it must still be facing 
you after the swap.

- When extracting an agent from a Faction, the other Agents join together 
to fill in the gap.

- An Agent’s command cannot affect itself, unless the text refers to it.

- Should a situation arise where a player has neither Agent cards nor 
Points, that player can pick up 1 Agent from the deck. This takes up an 
action on his or her turn.

- There is no limit to the number of Agents or Missions a player can have.

- Buying a card uses up 1 action, buying 2 uses up 2 actions, and so on.

- The Mercenary can be played off-turn because playing it doesn’t uses 
up an action.

- Unless stated otherwise on the card, Mission reward Points only for one 
instance of fulfillment, not more.


